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About This Game

Experience the thrill and real adventure in one of the most polished, immersive and action-packed VR coasters you’ve ever
seen!

Transport yourself to the land of dragons and admire diverse environments while going up and down at breathtaking speed!
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The game is very well made, lots of different goods to trade and the consumption / production system makes for quite realistic
markets. The pirates can be a real nuisance and made me ragequit quite a few times but if you can sink your teeth into the game
it's incredibly rewarding to grow your trading company and your political stature.

You go from sailing port to port to building warehouses and offices and hiring captains to do your trading for you, to climbing
the political ladder in your town and beyond to... well I actually have no idea, I have 36 hours into the game and I haven't even
STARTED doing the underground / illegal jobs or gone beyond councilman.

Imagine you're buying starcraft 2 for 2 bucks in the year 2040, that's basically what you're looking at right now.. Even though
this game had some rough patches here and there i enjoyed this game. the art style is amazing the gamplay works and its overall
a relaxing game. on the other hnad like what others have stated some maps have some hard to navigate or impassible areas. i
myslef have not run into this problem but i can see why their frustrated.. The game is great fun. I would definately recommend
it to fans of management and turn-based tactical games...I'll expand more later (It's really late and I'm really tired). Even if you
enjoyed Sparke 2, this one you will hate.. I refuse to call this a game. There is no content of any value in this product, except
some small amount of clicking and a hard to read story. I am not really sure why the developers released such a product.. Have
to say, this was pretty cool! Short but gets the point across that these type of CG cinematic experiences are the future of
entertainment!

Cons: No spatial headtracking on HTC Vive, seems to be a current bug that the devs are aware of.
Also, doesn't have Vive controller support so you need to use your keyboard.. Fantastic. For sure would buy more of these.
There is room for improvement on the technical side, but that does not take away from the experience. We need to signal to the
creators that we like this by buying it and encouraging them to make more of these. I'd love a high quality full length film in
VR. Especially with this grade of actor. Its cool stuff and well worth the price.. I don't know why i have this game, but I'll make
a review. Never got into the game because of how frustrating it can be, so I just played on the sandbox. But i saw and the game
never got updated that much. Last update was in 2016. So the devs took the money after some youtubers made videos about
their game.
Don't buy it.
2/10. I'm not sure what I expected from this. The scenery is beautiful and the atmosphere is very creepy at the start. However, as
the story unfolds, it gets a bit too far-fetched for me. But if other-worldly adventures are your thing, then I imagine this would
be great. It's a decent way to kill a few hours and I'm not upset I gave it a try. 7/10. Not terrible, but don't expect a real game
here. The experience is very short 10mins or so. I also acidentally scratched my vive controller trying to catch a mischeivous
imp like creature with a crystal in his head. Bit of a bummer, luckily its only superficial.

The ballerina at the end features a nice bit of motion capture.
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In general it's nice. A bit too hard though, I could only finish 2-3 screens without help. Some puzzles are badly explained
(took me quite a while to figure out that "4 elements, one way" is essentially some kind of Sudoku). Some german translations
are wrong too.. You think you know, but you have no idea.

 Join us.. This game has a lot of potential. Hopefully will be developed in the future.
Art style reminds me good old Warcraft 3. Gameplay is pretty nice and simple. Probably would be successfull as a mobile game.
I would introduce some simple character progression to add more depth during the matches.

. I don't think I've ever written a review for a game since I got on steam. I think thats about all I need to say. This game is
amazing and the soundtrack sets the tone really well.. I try to use this with ableton 9. as a plug in it works but not as a MAX for
live feature. keeps giving error messages.
Also, Norton deletes the EXE claiming it has a virus. What's going on Steam???. Its a neat little fly and keep your ship running
VR, shame the development is done since I felt there could be a good market here,. this game makes me remember my
childhood life ( minesweeper in 2018 ). OK, honest review time.

I do recommend this story--it's currently three dollars on sale, and will only be four dollars later on. If you replay it, you'll
probably get your money's worth--just be aware that it is 100% text and is basically a choose-your-own-adventure novel more
than it is a game. There are some stats based things involved that wouldn't really work in a straight-up printed book, but it does
remind me of those types of books. I read a few when I was a kid.

And I love griffins, more so than dragons, so it's great to see a story with griffins--and they're even the heroes. Kind of.

First off, this story has been told before. What??? you ask. Well... it's just that it's told with dragons, who are either fighting
other dragons, or, you guessed it, griffins. I'm recalling several novels about slave characters who stole their own dragon egg and
strove to earn their freedom, or created their own society, etc. I believe one such series was written by Mercedes Lackey. So it's
not really a new story.

Having said that, I think it is mostly well written. As another reviewer said, the characters could have more depth, but your
griffin is well written and frankly adorable. And it does feel like your character (and your griffin) grow throughout it.

My biggest complaint is that it feels like there should be more of this story--more meat in the middle and something to carry it
forward past the end. Though it was entertaining, I'm not sure this is wanting more in a good way. The story is pretty short,
150,000 words or not--those words involve all your possible outcomes, I think. I'd like to see a sequel, but I'd also like for there
to have been more events and opportunities along the way in this particular story. Sadly I doubt it will be expanded upon--and I
acknowledge that writing is often difficult and creating something longer while offering choices and different outcomes would
be triply or quadruply difficult.

I noticed a few misused words. There's a "there" where it should be "their," and a "too" where it should be "to." This could be
poor editing, or it could be the issue of many modern people lacking the knowledge of which word to use in which place.

And now for a lengthy nitpick/rant on world-building involving the griffins that may not bother anyone other than me:

The variety and bird types used for the griffins ruins any sense of immersion for me, and it's not just that many of them are silly
to visualize (Google some of the felines and birds described in the story--maybe you'll agree or maybe not). They actually pose a
major world-building issue.

I'm willing to shrug off my personal preference for raptor-big cat griffins if the oddball griffins in a given story/game work for
the setting. These mostly don't.

I get what the writer was trying to do--be original, and fill a world with what they thought of as beautiful non-standard griffins
(to me, I envision them and most of them look silly--really wish there had been more standard griffin options, but to each their
own), but I think they'd have been better off thinking about how they were going to work in a fight against wyrms. Diplomacy
and charm aside, all griffins in the story are supposed to be fighters. Some thought should also have been put into the climates
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they are adapted to versus the climate they supposedly originate from. Perhaps the story should have involved magic to explain
their existence/potential capacity to interbreed at all, or else had griffins originate from other lands as well.

You can argue that the riders use lances and therefore the griffins' natural defenses are a moot point, but then remember,
griffins apparently fight wyrms in the wild, too. Wyrms are described as being about five times the size of griffins, with
armored scales. A good real-world analogy would be a swan, duck, or painted bunting fighting an alligator. Even if the birds
were much larger, and even if you had several other birds helping, they'd still have difficulty winning that fight due to how they
are built. Frankly it would be difficult even for an eagle or an owl. Vultures and condors would also lack the beak and claw
strength for that fight. In fact, the only oddball I saw that might have worked pretty well was the parrot, but it didn't specify the
species there so that's also iffy. I know there's also the cat half, but hind limbs can only make up for so much. The front end
would be doing most of the fighting.

The bird-cat pairings are also referred to as breeds (and may even actually be species since it's never made clear whether
crossbreeding is possible between breeds)--which suggests there's a large number of each type. And they are large predators. If
they are common enough for there to be many breeds, then my mind goes "NOPE!" at the logistics of keeping them all fed,
thralls or no.

Overall, though, yeah, I recommend the game. It's not perfect, but few novels are, and this one had the extra effort put in to try
to make you feel like your choices mattered. There are some things I still haven't been able to achieve--and perhaps the "game"
is too easy since I have only rarely encountered any genuine negative consequences. There are some choices that you can make
that seem to lead nowhere but may originally have been meant to do so, and some of your reasons for hatching a griffin are hard
or impossible to follow through with later on in dialogue choices/whatever you choose for your ending. But that's the nature of
many choice-based books or games--you can only be given so many options, and to reach the ending ultimately your choice is an
illusion created by the writer. But in this case it was pretty satisfying, my complaints aside.. Um ótimo tower defense.
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